A general approach is presented for proving existence of multiple solutions of the second-order nonlinear differential equation
subject to given boundary conditions: 
Introduction
We consider here the challenge of proving existence of unique or multiple solutions to the second order nonlinear two-point boundary value problems of the type B are finite real numbers and the function ) (u f is continuous. Our method, to prove existence of multiple solutions, can be applied to generate all branches of solutions as closed-form by introducing some special functions in the resolution process. Our work is motivated by two factors. The first is the frequent occurrence of specific instances of (1)- (2) and (3)- (4) in problems of interest. To illustrate this factor, consider the following set of sample problems:
1. The strongly nonlinear Bratu's problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
2. The nonlinear problem arising in heat transfer [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (0,1)
where  is the convective-conductive parameter,  is temperature profile, and n which is real positive or negative depends on the heat transfer mode.
3. The nonlinear two-point so-called Troesch's boundary value problem [11] [12] [13] 
where  is a positive constant 4. The problem of catalytic reaction in a flat particle [14] [15] [16] [17] 0, = ) (1 1
where y is dimensionless concentration, x is dimensionless coordinate ( 1 0   x ),  is the square of Thiele modulus,  is a dimensionless energy of activation, and  is a dimensionless parameter describing heat evolution. The readers are refered to [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] to see more problems.
All these are instances of the problem (1)-(2) or (3)-(4). The second factor motivating our work is the lack of theoretical framework capable of obtaining solutions. The great numbers of methods which involve upper and lower solutions being based on fixed-point theory [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] illustrate only the existence of some classes of solution without providing a real procedure to obtain them. Of course this is difficult task and sometimes impossible, however the present paper gives a proof, which is constructive in nature, for existence of multiple solutions of the problems (1)- (2) and (3)- (4), and obtain all branches of solutions (if they exist) at the same time.
Existence and uniqueness results for corresponding initial value problem
Consider corresponding initial value problem of (1)- (2) or (3)- (4), which is
It can be reformulated as a system of two first-order equations by introducing
Then equivalent initial value problem for a system of first-order equations is 
Lemma 2.2 Suppose F is a two dimensional vector-valued function as
If ' f exits, and it is continuous on , then F satisfies a Lipschitz condition on S .
Proof. Let
be fixed points in S , and define the vector-valued function F for real s , (20) This is a well-defined function since the points
We now have
where
Using continuity of
with (25) we have (26) which was to be proved. and consider a successive approximations (18) Proof. Please see the Ref. [38] . Therefore, we conclude that there exists one, and only one, solution for the initial valve problem (13)- (14) . The same results hold for initial value problem corresponding to (1)- (2) and (3)-(4).
Existence of multiple solutions for the boundary value problem
Consider the boundary value problems (1)- (2) and (3)- (4) give two theorems which discuss about multiplicity of solutions of the problems (1)- (2) and (3)- (4). (31) while it is solved respect to
, then the problem (1)- (2) admits exactly the number of n solutions. It is worth mentioning here that the theorems 3 and 4 not only give important results about multiplicity of the solutions of the boundary value problems (1)- (2) and (3)- (4) but also provide closedform solutions for them. In fact, as soon as  and  are obtained from (38) and (46) (1)- (2) and (3)- (4), respectively. The main advantage of the exact analytical solutions (47) and (48) 
Proof. One easily sees equation(1) admits the first integral by multiplying

Proof. One easily sees that equation (3) admits the first integral
Conclusions
There are many problems in engineering and physical sciences which can be modeled by such secondorder nonlinear two-point boundary value problems as (1)-(2) and (3)- (4) . Therefore, that is very consequential to know that how many solutions these problems admit and to obtain them simultaneously. Based on this regard, a general approach has been presented for proving existence of multiple solutions of these problems. The presented proof, which is constructive in nature, can be used for numerical generation of the solution or closed-form analytical solution by introducing some special functions. The only restriction in our problems is about ) (u f , where it is supposed to be differentiable function with continuous derivative. It has been proved the problems may admit no solution, may admit unique solution or may admit multiple solutions.
